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Abstract: Very High Throughput Satellites (VHTS) have a pivotal role in complementing terrestrial
networks to increase traffic demand. VHTS systems currently assume a uniform distribution of
traffic in the service area, but in a real system, traffic demands are not uniform and are dynamic. A
possible solution is to use flexible payloads, but the cost of the design increases considerably. On the
other hand, a fixed payload that uses irregular beam coverage depending on traffic demand allows
maintaining the cost of a fixed payload while minimizing the error between offered and required
capacity. This paper presents a proposal for optimizing irregular beams coverage and beam pattern,
minimizing the costs per Gbps in orbit, the Normalized Coverage Error, and Offered Capacity Error
per beam. We present the analysis and performance for the case study and compare it with a previous
algorithm for a uniform coverage area.

Keywords: beamwidth; coverage optimization; cost per Gbps in orbit; irregular sized beams; irregular
coverage; offered capacity error; very high throughput satellite; satellite multibeam

1. Introduction

One of the overall objectives of 5G is to create a new environment that achieves full
convergence of broadcasting and mobile and faster downloads in the smallest cells. For
this, it is necessary to have a complete system in which there are mobile and entertainment
services and health services, self-driving [1]. The implementation of 5G environments
needs to incorporate higher rates (enhance mobile broadband—eMBB) with small, dense
cells, as well as lower rates (massive machine-type communications—mMTC) and reliable
services anywhere and at any time (ultra-reliable communications—uRLLC) [1].

SatComs systems are expected to be auxiliary systems to avoid the saturation of 5G
terrestrial networks and to help meet the demand for new services scheduled in the near
future, such as M2M (machine-to-machine) communications, smart cities, internet in rural
and remote areas, smart transport communications, emergency services, and defense [2].

On the other hand, the ITU-R has identified three groups of use cases that address
different use case features [3]:

• Enhanced mobile broadband: addresses use cases centered on the human being to
access multimedia content, services, and data.

• Ultra-reliable and low-latency communications: this service enabler has strict require-
ments for capabilities such as performance, latency, and availability. Examples include
wireless control of industrial manufacturing or production processes, remote medical
surgery, automation of distribution in an intelligent network, transport safety, etc.

• Massive machine-type communications: a large number of connected devices that
normally transmit a relatively low volume of data not sensitive to delay. The devices
are required to be low cost and have a long battery life.
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Significant satellite advantages can support critical usage scenarios for 5G. One such
benefit is that satellites can support multi-Gbps data rates for enhanced mobile broadband
(eMBB) communications. Satellites already support 2G/3G mobile backhaul in many parts
of the world. In addition, satellites can support massive machine-type communications
(mMTC), i.e., satellites already support SCADA and other global asset tracking applications
today and can scale to support future M2M and IoT communications [1].

On the other hand, Very High Throughput Satellites (VHTS) are optimized satellite
systems that meet the increasing traffic demand and have a key role in complementing
future 5G terrestrial networks [4–6]. The VHTS overcomes the capacity of traditional
systems that provide Fixed and Mobile Satellite Services (FSS and MSS, respectively), using
contoured regional footprints. The VHTS objective is to achieve 1 Terabit/s per satellite
in the near future. It is based on multibeam coverage (with polarization schemes and
frequency reuse) and using higher bandwidths in the feeder link, such as Q/V frequency
bands [7,8]. These systems provide higher satellite links capacity with a reduced cost per
Gbps in orbit [8,9]. However, the traffic demand is not always the same in the service area,
so new flexible payload concepts are required [10].

Shortly, the goal is to prepare Europe for deploying the next generation of broadband
infrastructure, including fixed and mobile Internet access (5G) [7]. In that sense, an
intermediate stage will be the KONNECT VHTS satellite of EUTELSAT, estimated to be
launched in 2021 to bring 500 Gbps of Ka-band capacity over Europe [11].

Existing VHTS satellites commonly use four reflector antennas to provide cellular
coverage formed by multibeams in a four-color scheme [12]. In addition, multi-spot systems
usually use Single Feed per Beam (SFB) when no adaptive beamwidth or beam steering
capability is required. Using SFB, the VHTS systems have had an important evolution
in their capacity [13], which has been increased from 10 Gbps in the Anik F2 system to
90 Gbps in the Ka-SAT satellites, up to the 500 Gbps of the proposed KONNECT [11].

Alternatively, Multiple Feed per Beam (MFB) became part of the solution to scenarios
with significant changes in the traffic demand pattern in the service area. The recent
effort in developing more flexible onboard antenna systems is interesting to highlight the
work presented in [14,15] on a new concept of active antennas in MFB with shared power
amplifiers for VHTS systems. Furthermore, Schneider et al. [16] explain that multibeam
antennas are a key element for the frequency reuse scheme, and the authors discuss the
comparison between the application of SFM and MFB.

On the other hand, most VHTS satellite systems currently assume that the traffic
requested per beam is uniform [8,9], but the real traffic demands are non-uniform in the
service area [17]. The uniform distribution of the offered capacity of VHTS systems causes
some beams to waste resources while others may not have enough resources. Thus a
possible solution to this problem is to use flexible payloads. [18]. However, most of the
existing SatCom payloads do not offer any flexibility in terms of bandwidth or coverage.
At the same time, power flexibility can be achieved instead by modifying the working
point of the onboard amplifier according to the transponder loading [18].

In this sense, full flexibility in SatComs payload requires flexibility in terms of
beamwidth to increase or decrease the beam gain [17,19]. This requires payload architec-
tures with the necessary technology to perform this task. One intermediate step is the
Beamforming Network (BFN) design, which should modify the beamwidth as needed,
generating coverage with irregularly sized beams. Thus, the authors in [17] propose to
use the BFN for adaptive beamwidth allocation. BFN should replace the OMUX (output
multiplexer) of the traditional payload. One BFN configuration should be available for
each predesigned coverage scenario and optimized based on the projected traffic demand.
Switching BFN configurations is halfway between synthesizing any beam and the possi-
bility of choosing from a set of possible configurations for the same coverage. The design
of the BFN for a new generation SatComs payload requires the establishment of essential
optimization criteria for SatComs operators such as cost per Gbps in orbit [8,20], capacity
requirements per beams [21], and coverage [22,23].
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Accordingly, Kyrgiazos et al. [22] propose a joint optimization of non-uniform band-
width allocation and non-uniform beam sizes to match traffic demands better, increase total
proper capacity, and use limited space resources more efficiently. The proposed method is
applied for a hypothetical traffic scenario in Europe, where a maximum number of 200 user
beams is assumed. Nevertheless, the coverage offered by irregular beams does not consider
antenna design constraints, the cost of Gbps in orbit, or that the coverage is designed in an
optimized way.

On the other hand, Guidotti et al. [23] present some considerations on beam size for
Non-Terrestrial Network systems when considering random access and time adjustment
procedures. They propose a simple but effective methodology to obtain the maximum
beam footprint size, in terms of semi-main axes, when considering the real allowable design
for the random access and time advance adjustments.

Regarding the cost per bpst, Guan et al. [9] provide an overview of VHTS satellites,
including technical and commercial considerations, and discuss important key parame-
ters and trade-offs, as well as a decision tree and cost–benefit analysis. However, they
leave out important aspects such as the ground segment, and the authors consider only
regular coverage.

In addition, Ortiz-Gomez et al. [8] propose an optimization methodology to design
VHTS systems based on geostationary platforms to obtain the minimum cost per Gbps in
orbit, where optimization depends not only on the number of beams, but also on the G/T
of the user and the availability of the link, according to a set of technical and commercial
requirements. This methodology minimizes the cost per Gbps in orbit and maximizes
the channel capacity per beam, based on an analytical expression of the average CINR
(Carrier to Interference plus Noise Ratio). However, this methodology only considers a
regular multibeam coverage, assigning the same channel capacity in all beams, without
considering that the traffic demand is not uniform over the service area.

Technologies currently exist that allow the payload to allocate resources, e.g., power,
bandwidth flexibly, or beam-hopping illumination time, but these technologies significantly
increase the cost of the payload, consequently losing the VHTS advantages to reduce the
cost of Gbps in orbit, plus it adds latency due to processing time [5]. In this sense, the
paper aims to present an optimization methodology for the design of a VHTS payload
that provides multibeam coverage with irregularly sized beams depending on the traffic
demand distribution of the service area, in addition to optimizing the coverage provided
by the satellite and minimizing the cost per Gbps in orbit. The main contributions of this
work can be listed as:

• A new cost function is proposed to design VHTS satellite systems using irregular
coverage that allows to simultaneously minimize the cost per Gbps in orbit, the
Offered Capacity Error, and the Normalized Coverage Error, including traffic demand
distribution. The multibeam coverage error study for regular and irregular beams size
coverage is introduced for the first time as an optimization variable.

• A trade-off is presented that compares the offered satellite capacity, the effective
coverage, area, and satellite cost per Gbps in orbit.

• In contrast to the state of the art, antenna design parameters are taken into account for
system optimization.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the VHTS system
model explaining the technical and commercial features that allow evaluating the system
link budget, Section 3 explains the design parameters in regular and irregular multibeam
coverage and presents the cost function of this methodology, Section 4 explains the pro-
posed methodology to optimize irregular coverage in the service area while minimizing
the cost function, Section 5 presents a case study and the evaluation of the proposed
methodology; finally, in Section 6, the conclusions are presented.
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2. System Model

In a multibeam system, the coverage footprint of each beam can be described as the
curve formed by the intersection of the conical model of the antenna beam with a spherical
model of the Earth. The variation in the number of beams depends on the beamwidth of
the antenna beams. If the beamwidth is reduced, the area covered by each beam will be
smaller, so the number of beams will be increased to match the total coverage area [8,20].
This affects other parameters such as directivity, the diameter of the satellite antenna, as
well as the definition of the feed cluster.

The system is composed of B beams. In the following, we consider the satellite to be
a bent pipe transponder architecture. The satellite–gateway feeder link is not considered
in the forward link because different technologies are considered to ensure the overall
link budget, such as ULPC (Uplink Power Control) and gateway diversity [24,25]. The
propagation model used is explained in detail in our previous work published in [8], which
is based on the recommendations of the ITU [26] and DVB-S2x [27] standard.

Figure 1 shows that four types of multibeam VHTS systems can be defined in Geosta-
tionary orbit: Fixed Payload, Fixed Payload with irregular coverage, Flexible Payload, and
Beam Hopping. Figure 1 shows the main advantages and disadvantages of each system.Remote Sens. 2021, 13, x  5 of 26 
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One of the most outstanding advantages of fixed payload systems is the reduction of
the cost of Gbps in orbit; however, once the satellite is in orbit, its offered capacity is not
flexible, which results in some beams having insufficient resources while other resources
are being wasted [8,17]. On the other hand, in a Flexible Payload system, this problem is
solved since the resources are adapted according to the dynamic traffic demand, but this
increases the complexity and cost of the payload design, thus losing the advantage of the
cost reduction of Gbps in orbit of the Fixed Payload systems [5].

Furthermore, the bandwidth in the systems that use Beam Hopping is distributed in
a more optimal way since it has an adequate illumination plan and a Single Frequency
Network can be implemented to use all the available bandwidth. In that sense, the illumi-
nation plan of the system will depend on the traffic demand [28], but this has a significant
drawback that despite being a satellite in Geo orbit, it will not provide continuous service;
this is because the loading and unloading of data will depend on whether the beam is
illuminated or not. This makes this type of system unsuitable for ultra-reliable and low
latency communications services in a 5G environment.

In this work, we study the optimization of the design of a Fixed Load system using
Irregular Coverage since this type of system architecture maintains the advantages of
a Fixed Load, such as cost reduction in Gbps and continuous service. In addition, the
capacity offered is distributed according to the study of the traffic demand in the service
area. The last reduces the difference between the offered capacity and the required capacity.

2.1. Offered Capacity and Distribution of Traffic Demand

The offered capacity Cb by the b-th beam depends on the beam bandwidth as Cb = BWb SEb,
where BWb is the bandwidth and the SEb is the spectral efficiency, both in the b-th beam. SEb
is the spectral efficiency of the ModCod (Modulation and Coding) scheme of a commercial
modem of the DVBS2-x standard [27]. Hence, the spectral efficiency in each beam depends
on the Carrier to CINRb in the same beam.

As explained in [8] the SEb depends on the Carrier to Interference plus Noise Ratio,
CINRb, and in turn, the CINRb will depend on the beamwidth assigned to the b-th beam,
θb, using the traditional link budget calculation.

On the other hand, the capacity required for the b-th beam in a real system changes
depending on the time of day. However, some technologies propose to allocate power and
bandwidth according to these changes during the day [29–33]. However, we assume that
the main difference between the average traffic requirement during a full day from one
beam to another depends mainly on population density and the penetration rate in the
service area [34].

The traffic demand analysis will be divided into two parameters for the definition of
the model: traffic model and required capacity.

1. Traffic model (required throughput density): this parameter represents the informa-
tion on the customs and habits of users when they access the service. It is essential
to know the connection habits of the users since it is possible to estimate the areas
where more connections are produced, and therefore, more capacity is required; this
variable is represented in bps/Km2.

2. Required Capacity: this parameter provides information on the data rate required
per beam and will depend on the traffic model used (bps/Km2) and the area of the
beam (Km2).

In this sense, Figure 2 represents a hypothetical non-uniform traffic distribution over
Europe. We can see that in a multibeam coverage, each beam will have a different traffic
requirement, and this traffic demand will depend on the beam area and the average
required capacity per km2. Thus, if we define ∆Ω as a specific geographic area of one km2,
r∇Ω as the value of required throughput density per km2 (in bps/km2) inside ∆Ω, rb as
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expected value over all the area inside b-th beam (in bps/km2) and Ab as b-th beam area
(in km2), then, the requested traffic for the b-th beam Rb (in bps) is calculated as (1):

Rb = rb·Ab (1)

rb = E[r∇Ω] (2)

Ab = f (∪b, θ3dB) (3)

where Ab is a function of the beamwidth (θ3dB), and the ∪b is the ratio between the satellite’s
orbital position and the geographical coordinate of the center of the b-th beam.

Figure 2. Required traffic distribution in the service area. The traffic demand will depend on the
beam area and the average required capacity per km2.

The throughput density per km2 (r∇Ω depends on the throughput per user (Cu,
in bps/user), the population density (D∆Ω , in inhabitant/km2), the penetration rate (F∆Ω,
in user/inhabitant), and the concurrence rate (T∆Ω), hence:

r∆Ω = Cu ·D∆Ω· F∆Ω·T∆Ω (4)

2.2. Technical and Commercial Requirements

Requirements of ground segment for feeder link affect the calculation of the minimum
number of gateways, also depending on the use of Q/V or Ka-band in the feeder link.
The recommended solution is to use a mixed Q/V band on the feed link and Ka-band on
the user link to maximize system capacity [35]. This approach is recommended since the
bandwidth available in the Q/V band is greater, and an additional system capacity can be
obtained; therefore, a reduction in the cost of Gbps is achieved.

Ortiz-Gomez et al. [8] develop a proposal on calculating the number of gateways
needed based on the number of beams. In this sense, the model in (5) is proposed to
evaluate the cost of one gateway, which aggregates the cost associate with the number of
user beams fed by the gateway (g1(uGW)) and the cost of the antenna (g2(DGW)) [8].

CostGW = g1(uGW) + g2(DGW) = k1uGW + k2D2,7
GW (5)

where CostGW is the gateway cost (in M€), uGW is the number of user beams per gateway,
and DGW is the antenna diameter of the gateway. k1 and k2 are empirical constants to adjust
the cost to monetary units [8]. The total cost of the ground segment is the sum of the cost
of the gateways.

The satellite cost model (Costsat) includes a constant cost of 180 M EUR [20], including
an average launch cost of 100 M EUR and a fixed cost of 80 M EUR as the minimum price
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of a broadband payload. A corrective term has been added according to the number of
beams (B) [20]:

Costsat = 180 + 1.8 B (6)

The cost per Gbps in orbit (CostGbps) can be calculated using (7) and (8) [8]:

CostGbps =
CostT
Csat

=
CostSat + CostGW

Csat
(7)

Csat =
B

∑
b=1

Cb (8)

where CostT is the total system cost in M EUR, CostSat is the satellite cost in M EUR, CostGS
is the total ground segment cost associated with gateways in M EUR, and Csat is the total
satellite capacity.

3. Problem Statement
3.1. Coverage Model

The coverage model generated by a Multibeam Satellite providing coverage with
regular size beams can be defined based on system parameter design. Figure 3 shows the
parameters that influence the design of the regular multibeam coverage. In the figure, ay
represents the required service area (in square kilometers), and the blue area represents
it. The lato and lono are the geographical position references, where the satellite antenna
points its first beam. The θ3dB parameter is the half-power beamwidth and depends on
the satellite antenna design. The inclination angle α represents the beam’s grid orientation
concerning the equator, being positive from east to north. Finally, the coverage beam
efficiency ηax is the proportion of each beam inside the service area, and it must be greater
or equal to the minimum required for each beam. In that sense, ax is the resulting service
area, also known as satellite coverage (in square kilometers), and it is represented as the
area occupied by the beams, considering overlapping. When any design parameters are
changed, the satellite coverage is wholly modified, changing the number of beams required
to cover the same service area.

Figure 3. System parameters that influence the design of the multibeam coverage. ay is the required service area (in
square kilometers). The pair of lato and lono are the geographical position references. The θ3dB parameter is the half-power
beamwidth. The inclination angle α represents the beam’s grid orientation.
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With the above, we can define the Normalized Coverage Error (E) between the service
area and the coverage area, which is represented in Equation (9), where ax depends on the
system parameter design (lato, lono, θ3dB, α).

E =

∣∣ax(lato, lono, θ3dB, α)− ay
∣∣

ay
(9)

In this sense, Figure 4 shows the Normalized Coverage Error using different
lato, lono, θ3dB, and α to provide coverage over Portugal, Spain, and France. It is shown
how the E varies as a function of the reference coordinate (lato, lono) for θ3dB = 60◦ and
three different values of α (α = 0◦, α = 10◦ and α = 20◦). It is observed that for each
combination of θ3dB and α, there is a different behavior, so the optimum point also
changes from one case to another. That is to say, every possible combination of parameters
lato, lono, θ3dB ,and α represents a value of the Normalized Coverage Error, but not only
that, in addition, each combination may require a different number of beams, as shown
in Figure 5. This figure shows the coverage offered using two possible scenarios of the
design parameters (θ3dB = 0.66◦ and α = 20◦, θ3dB = 0.61◦, and α = 18.6◦); the service area
is marked with black color, and for these two scenarios, coverage is offered but with a
different number of beams (12 and 10, respectively). This will have a great impact on the
system as the cost per Gbps in orbit (see Section 2).

Figure 4. Normalized coverage error of regular multibeam coverage for Portugal, Spain, and France with an orbital position
of 9◦ E. (a) θ3dB = 0.60◦ and α = 0◦. (b) θ3dB = 0.60◦ and α = 10◦. (c) θ3dB = 0.60◦ and α = 20◦.
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Figure 5. Different number of beams needed for the same service area depending on the configuration of the parameters.
(a) θ3dB = 0.66◦ and α = 20◦: 13 beams. (b) θ3dB = 0.61◦ and α = 18.6◦: 12 beams.

3.2. Coverage with Irregular Beams for Non-Uniform Traffic Distribution

As explained above, the beamwidth has a significant impact on different parameters
such as CNR (Carrier to Noise Ratio), CIR (Carrier to Interference Ratio), and CINR (Carrier
to Interference plus Noise Ratio): this is clearly seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6. CNR (Carrier to Noise Ratio), CIR (Carrier to Interference Ratio), and CINR (Carrier to
Interference plus Noise Ratio) geographical maps in dB for the KaSat coverage and same number of
beams but different beamwidths. (a) CNR in dB using θ3dB = 0.65◦. (b) CNR in dB using θ3dB = 0.55◦.
(c) CIR in dB using θ3dB = 0.65◦. (d) CIR in dB using θ3dB = 0.55◦. (e) CINR in dB using θ3dB = 0.65◦.
(f) CINR in dB using θ3dB = 0.55◦.
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Figure 6 obtain a coverage similar to that of the KaSat satellite, which has an orbital
position of 9◦ E [36], the same number of beams is maintained, but the impact of using
two different beamwidths (0.65◦ and 0.55◦) is evaluated. It is observed that when the
beamwidth is reduced, the CNR increases in coverage since it has a greater directivity.

It is also observed the effect in the CIR using a four-color frequency reuse plan, and the
CIR increases when the beamwidth is narrower; this is due to the radiation pattern used,
but also because, on the one hand, it maintains the same number of beams and on the other
hand the beam is more directive, decreasing the co-channel interference. Therefore, it can
be assumed that the smaller the beamwidth, the higher the CINR value, which increases
the offered capacity of each beam.

Based on the idea that the traffic demand is not uniform over the service area, we can
assume that in regions of the service area with higher traffic demand, a small beamwidth
should be assigned, and in the case of regions with low traffic demand, a larger size can
be assigned.

With a previous distribution analysis of the average traffic demand in the service area,
it can be divided into K regions that allow assigning different size beams according to the
traffic requirement (Figure 7). The traffic demand study in the service area presented in
Figure 7 to be divided into smaller areas is obtained according to the traffic demand based
on population density [34]. Thus, we can define that the ay is:

ay =
K

∑
k=1

ayk (10)

where K is the number of regions, ayk is the area of k-th region, which depends on traffic
distribution. The total area of all regions established must equal the service area (ay).

Figure 7. Study of the traffic demand in the service area to be divided into smaller areas according to
the traffic demand based on population density [34].
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The Normalized Coverage Error (E) between the service area and the coverage area
for irregular size beams is defined by:

E =
(

Ay
−1
)t∣∣Ax

(
LATo, LONo, θ3dB, α

)
− Ay

∣∣ (11)

Subject to
Ay =

[
ay1 ay2 · · · ayK

]
(12)

Ax
(

LATo , LONo , θ3dB , α
)
=
[

ax1

(
lato1 , lono1 , θ3dB1 , α

)
ax2

(
lato2 , lono2 , θ3dB2 , α

)
. . . axK

(
latoK , lonoK , θ3dBK , α

)]
(13)

LATo = [lato1 lato2 · · · latoK ] (14)

LONo = [lono1 lono2 · · · lonoK ] (15)

θ3dB =
[

θ3dB1 θ3dB2 · · · θ3dBK

]
(16)

where Ay is the vector of size 1 × K containing the area of the K regions (ay1 ay2 · · · ayK ).
Ax is the vector of size 1 × K containing the coverage area of the K regions considering the
overlap (ax1 ax2 · · · axK ). LATo is the vector of size 1 × K containing latitudes of the first
beam in the K regions (lato1 lato2 · · · latoK ). LONo is the vector of size 1 × K containing
latitudes of the first beam in the K regions (lono1 lono2 · · · lonoK ). θ3dB is the vector of
size 1 × K containing the assigned beamwidth in the K regions (θ3dB1 θ3dB2 · · · θ3dBK ). To
facilitate the design of the cluster, it is assumed that ∝ is the same in the K regions. The
Normalized Coverage Error (E) remains a scalar value.

3.3. Cost Function for System Design Optimization

The system cost function is defined to design the most optimal coverage in the service
area using irregularly sized beams. The cost function should be able to minimize the error
between the (Cb) average offered capacity in each beam and the (Rb) average required
capacity in each beam while also minimizing the (E) Normalized Coverage Error and the
(CostGbps) cost per Gbps in orbit as explained in Sections 2, 3.1 and 3.2.

min
LATo , LONo , θ3dB , ∝

F1 (17)

where

F1 =
h1

B

B

∑
b=1
|Cb(θb)− Rb(θb)|+ h2·E

(
LATo, LONo, θ3dB, α

)
+ h3·CostGbps(B, θb) (18)

θb = f
(
θ3dB

)
(19)

Subject to
θ3dBk ε {θmin, . . . , θmax} (20)

α ε {α1, . . . , αT} (21)

SCm ∈ Lm, m = 1, . . . , M (22)

The system cost function (17 and 18) is aimed at minimizing three parameters: the
first parameter is the error between the offered capacity in Gbps and the average required
capacity in Gbps (Offered Capacity Error), where h1 (in s/Gbit) is the weight of the Offered
Capacity Error in the cost function. The second parameter is the Normalized Coverage
Error (dimensionless), where h2 (dimensionless) is the weight of the Normalized Coverage
Error in the cost function. The three parameters are the cost per Gbps in orbit, in M€/Gbps,
where h2 (Gbps/M€) is the weight of the cost per Gbps in orbit.

As explained in Section 2, the capacity offered and required in the b-th beam depends
on the (θb) beamwidth assigned to that beam, and by using irregular coverage, the b-th
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beamwidth is determined as a function of the (θ3dB) assigned beamwidth in the K regions (19).
In the same way, the coverage-normalized error depends on all the irregular coverage
design parameters (LATo, LONo, θ3dB, α). The cost per Gbps in orbit depends on the
number of beams (B)and the assigned (θb) beamwidth for each beam.

The (θ3dBK ) assigned beamwidth in the k-th region must belong to a set of possible
values that depend on existing antenna design technologies (20). Moreover, the (α) grid
inclination must also belong to a set established by the possibilities of technological devel-
opments for multibeam antenna (21), where T is the set size.

In (22), SCm represents the m-th system constraint, such as the payload mass, the
maximum total system cost, and diameter of antenna satellite, and Lm represents the m-th
set of possible values in the m-th system constraint.

4. Method: Optimization Methodology in VHTS Satellite System Design with
Irregular Beam Coverage

With all the above mentioned, we can propose an algorithm for optimizing the multi-
beam satellite design that provides irregular coverage in the service area depending on
traffic demand distribution.

On the one hand, the Normalized Coverage Error is a non-linear problem with non-
linear constraints that could be solved using optimization algorithms such as non-linear
programming with non-linear constraints [17]. On the other hand, the proposed cost
function (18) seeks to minimize the Normalized Coverage Error and the Offered Capacity
Error, and the cost of Gbps in orbit adds great complexity to the problem. Therefore, a first
but effective methodology is proposed to obtain the optimal design parameters for VHTS
satellites with irregular beam coverage.

As shown in Figure 8, this methodology mainly requires four inputs and generates
three outputs. The inputs are the technical and commercial requirements, the available set
of {θmin, . . . , θmax} and {α1, . . . , αT}, and the study of the traffic demand in the service
area. Moreover, the outputs obtained are an optimal coverage design, which minimizes the
cost function (18) and meets all the technical and commercial requirements, the KPIs, which
are the cost of Gbps, the Normalized Coverage Error and the Error between the capacity
offered and the required one, and the design parameters of the antenna feed cluster; these
parameters are the pointing and the beamwidth of each beam.
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In this sense, Figure 9 shows the algorithm proposed, and all the steps used to find
the optimal configuration of the irregular beams coverage in the service area that can
be observed. This will directly impact the design of the satellite BFN, since with this
methodology the number of beams needed, the beamwidth of each beam, and the tracking
and orientation of each one are obtained optimally.
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Figure 9. Flowchart of the methodology of multibeam satellite design for irregular beams coverage.

The main goal of the methodology is to minimize the cost function proposed in (18),
which allows minimizing the three main KPIs (Key Performance Indicator) proposed:
the Offered Capacity Error, the Normalized Coverage Error, and cost per Gbps in orbit.
Initially, system features such as service area (22), satellite orbital position, bandwidth, and
power per beam must be defined. In addition, commercial requirements or constraints
should be defined as the maximum cost of the system that it is acceptable to invest in.
Additionally, technical requirements or constraints should be specified that will define
allowable design parameters such as possible beamwidth values that can be assigned (20)
or possible orientations that can be provided (21).

After defining all the system conditions, the distribution of average traffic demand in
the service area should be studied and the service area divided into K regions. In addition,
the beamwidth that the k-th region should have should be assigned as a function of the
traffic demand distribution. For a higher traffic demand, narrower beams should be set,
and for a lower traffic demand, larger beams should be assigned.

For each possible configuration of the gird orientation (αt), defined by the technological
constraints, the coverage is designed. All link conditions must be evaluated, such as the
resulting number of beams and gateways, the CINRb, the capacity offered in each beam,
the capacity provided of the overall satellite, and the three KPIs (capacity offered error,
coverage normalized error, and cost of Gbps in orbit) to calculate the cost function (18) for
the t-th possible configuration of the gird orientation.
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The configuration that minimizes the cost function (18) and meets all system require-
ments (22) is chosen. With this, the design parameters of the payload antenna are calculated,
and if it is technically feasible, the optimization process is stopped; otherwise, the K-regions
have to be modified and the process completed again.

In order to define the multibeam and beamwidth coverage over the service area,
we can define the geometrical parameters of the feed cluster. For the latter, different
technologies can be considered as follows:

- MFB: this technology combines different feed horns of the cluster to form the appropri-
ate illumination pattern to obtain a specific reflector pattern. This technology requires
the use of a complex beamforming network (BFN) or limited butler matrix network
with less flexibility. Usually, it is designed with passive waveguide technology to
reduce losses; then, the cluster may be bulky.

- Phased array feed: in this case, integrated RF circuits, ASICS, and active components
are needed to implement this technology. The use of this technology results in more
compact but complex antenna systems. This technology is also suitable for high-
flexibility payload antennas in which the two colors can be implemented in one
feed cluster.

- SFB: using this technology, simple implementation can be completed but with a lack of
flexibility. Furthermore, for a large service area and number of spots, several reflector
antennas must be used.

- Dichroic sub reflector: using any of the previous technologies, but to reduce the
number of reflector antennas onboard the satellite, the use of dichroic multiband sub-
reflector fed system is a promising option to locate many feeds using two different
focal points of the reflector system (see Figure 10a). Note that depending on the feed
cluster frequency, the volume needed may define the corresponding focal point to
increase the clearance of the reflector antenna.

- Polarization selective surfaces: to reduce the complexity and separate the colors at
feed level, polarization-selective surfaces can also be implemented (see Figure 10b).

Figure 10. Deployable multi-feed antenna dual reflector (compensated) systems using dichroic and polarization selective
surfaces. (a) Using dichroic sub reflector with any of the previous technologies, but to reduce the number of reflector
antennas onboard the satellite. and (b) Using polarization selective surfaces: to reduce the complexity and separate the
colors at feed level.
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We can assume the use of a dichroic fed reflector antenna technology to locate two
feed clusters at the two different focal points of a dual reflector (Cassegrain or Gregorian).
Using this concept, we can obtain a four-color scheme in down-link consisting of two
polarization networks for each frequency band (with two bands at down-link and several
bands at up-link as implemented in the KaSAT [36]). With the assumed configuration, only
two reflector antennas onboard the satellite are required to provide a four-color scheme,
for both down-link and up-link, over the service area.

5. Results

In order to evaluate the proposed methodology, it is applied to a case study that
has a similar service area to that offered by the KaSat satellite [36]. The system features
and technical and commercial requirements are presented in Table 1. Figure 11 shows
the distribution of average traffic demand in the service area of the case study. This
traffic demand distribution is a hypothetical case used to evaluate the performance of the
methodology.

Table 1. Features and constraints of the proposed case study system.

Parameter Case Study

Service area Europe and some specific cities in North Africa [36]
Satellite position 9◦ E

Bandwidth per gateway (Q/V band) 2.5 GHz
Gateway antenna diameter 9.1 m

Bandwidth per beam (Ka band) 250 MHz
Power per beam 15 dBW
Frequency plan 4 colors

Maximum investment cost 400 M€
Maximum satellite mass 6700 Kg

Maximum satellite antenna diameter (user link) 2 m
Maximum satellite mass 6700 kg

Possible beamwidths [0.55◦ 0.60◦ 0.65]
Possible orientation of the grid [−10◦ 0◦ 10◦ 20◦]

Figure 11. Hypothetical distribution of traffic demand over the service area to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the methodology.

In the proposed case study, the optimization of the coverage design is completed
for an annual availability requirement of 95% (we assume clear sky); this is because rain
attenuations and other atmospheric phenomena can be mitigated using techniques such as
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ACM (Adaptive Coding and Modulation) of the DVB-S2x standard. On the other hand, if a
specific availability needs to be set, it can be adapted to the proposed methodology. For
more details, see the previous work published in [8].

The cost function weights (18) are assigned so that the three terms have the same
importance. The results presented are divided into two parts; the first is an analysis of the
impact of the number of regions in which the service area is divided and the grid orientation
on the system KPIs. The last part evaluates the performance of the proposed methodology.

5.1. Case Study Analysis

In this section, the numerical results obtained in the reference scenario are presented.
One of the important parameters of the proposed methodology is the number of

regions into which the service area should be divided (K). In that sense, Figures 12 and 13
show the impact of the number of regions and the orientation of the grid (α1 = −10◦,
α2 = 0◦, α3 = 10◦, α4 = 20◦).

Figure 12. Performance based on the number of regions into which the service area is divided and grid orientation:
Normalized Coverage Error and Offered Capacity Error per beam.
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When there is only one region in the service area, regular coverage and a beamwidth
of 0.6◦ were assigned. Figure 12 shows that when the number of regions (K) increases,
the Normalized Coverage Error will increase; this is because each region is assigned a
beamwidth depending on the average traffic demand required in the region. When the
number of regions is increased, there is more overlap at the edge of the region because the
beams are not the same size.

α1 has the best performance with respect to the Normalized Coverage Error for all
the regions. Given the shape of the service area, the inclination of the grid with which the
coverage is best adjusted is −10◦. α3 and α4 have the highest Normalized Coverage Error
concerning the number of regions. E varies on average by 0.032 depending on the α used.

Figure 12 shows that when the number of regions increases, the Offered Capacity
Error per beam decreases; this is because in having a greater number of regions for the
same service area, the area of the regions becomes smaller, allowing to more accurately
study the traffic demand in the region to assign an adequate beamwidth and decrease the
Offered Capacity Error per beam.

α1 has the best performance with respect to the Offered Capacity Error per beam for
all the regions; this means that given the shape of the service area, the inclination of the
grid with which the coverage is best adjusted is −10◦. α3 and α4 have the highest Offered
Capacity Error with respect to the number of regions. Offered Capacity Error varies on
average by 0.038 Gbps depending on the α used.

Depending on the Normalized Coverage Error and the Offered Capacity Error, using
seven regions (green region) and a grid slope of −10◦, the optimal conditions are obtained.
It can also be seen that after the 12 regions, the change of both KPIs is no longer very
noticeable (Figure 12).

Figure 13 shows the satellite capacity and cost per Gbps in orbit as a function of
K and α. With respect to the satellite capacity, it is observed that when the number of
regions increases, the satellite capacity also increases; this is because the size of the regions
decreases, and narrower beams can be assigned in the regions with the highest traffic
requirement, increasing the number of beams in that region and the capacity that each
beam can offer. After 10 regions, the increase is no longer noticeable, and the difference
between using 1 region (regular coverage) and 10 regions is around 40 Gbps.

α3 and α4 (10◦ and 20◦) are the inclination angles that obtain a higher satellite capacity
due to the shape of the service area and the regions into which they are divided, since α

directly affects the number of beams needed to cover a region. The difference between
using α1 and α3 could be up to 7 Gbps (Figure 13).

Concerning the cost per Gbps in orbit, the higher the K, the lower the Gbps cost in
orbit, the difference between only 1 region (regular coverage) and 10 regions can be up
to 2.4 M EUR. α1 is the most expensive configuration, since depending on the number of
regions, 1 Gbps can cost up to 0.4 M EUR more using α1 than using α3.

5.2. Optimization Methodology Performance

One of the KPIs in this methodology is the cost per Gbps in orbit, as shown when the
results are compared with the affordability curve presented in [9]. α1 and α4 configurations
below the reference curve, as shown in Figure 14. The reference curve presented in [9]
does not consider launch and ground segment costs. However, in this paper, an average
launch cost of 100 million euros has been added, plus a fixed cost of 80 million euros as
a minimum price for a broadband payload, which is added to the corresponding ground
segment cost.
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Figure 14. Performance comparison of methodology on Very High Throughput Satellite (VHTS) affordability for throughput
according to [9]. Note: the launch cost and the ground segment cost have been added.

The proposed methodology was evaluated, and performance was compared with
respect to the previous optimization methodology for VHTS system design presented in [8],
where it proposes a Forward-link Optimization Methodology (FOM), and the comparison
is presented in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Performance comparison of methodology on Very High Throughput Satellite (VHTS) according to previous
methodology (FOM) [8].

FOM is an optimization methodology based on the number of beams, user G/T,
and availability. Still, it always offers capacity in all satellite beams since it maintains
regular coverage in the service area. Figure 15 shows the performance comparison of
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both methodologies comparing the cost per Gbps in orbit and the Offered Capacity Error
per beam.

FOM shows a better performance in minimizing the cost of Gbps. However, the
Offered Capacity Error per beam in FOM always stays in the range of 0.21–0.24 Gbps
because, even though changing the assigned beamwidth (by changing the number of
beams), the coverage is always regular, so it offers the same capacity in the whole service
area regardless of the distribution of the average traffic demand.

On the other hand, with the methodology proposed in this paper, it can achieve an
Offered Capacity Error per beam of fewer than 0.017 Gbps. In that sense, if we used seven
regions and α1 we would be obtaining a cost of 3.49 M EUR per Gbps in orbit and an
Offered Capacity Error of 0.076 Gbps, while if we used the FOM methodology, we could
obtain a cost of 3.1 M EUR per Gbps at the cost of having a 0.23 Gbps Offered Capacity
Error. In other words, with the proposed methodology, each M EUR per Gbps in orbit
would be better used. This comparison presented allows us to highlight the efficiency in
allocating each Gbps in orbit for each M EUR invested.

On the other hand, a VHTS system with a capacity greater than 120 Gbps can be seen
to further reduce the cost of Gbps in orbit compared to FOM (see Figure 15).

5.3. Cluster Definition

Figure 16 shows the EIRP map of the service area when divided into K = 4 regions
and α1 is chosen (Section 5.1). Due to the projection from the orbital position of the satellite
to the service area, the beams pointing to the higher latitudes and the longitudes farther
from the orbital position on the Earth are ellipsoid with a lower axial ratio than those at
lower latitudes and with longitudes closer to the sub-satellite point. On the other hand,
it can be seen that the regions with a higher traffic demand have a narrower beamwidth
assigned to them, so they obtain a higher EIRP reaching 66.9 dBW.

Figure 16. EIRP (dBW) map over service area using irregular coverage for 4 regions.

Based on this coverage, Table 2 presents the standard deviation and variance resulting
when the antenna axis A0 orientation is set to spots 41 (the best) and to spot 7. Note that
the minimum values are obtained for the spot b = 41.
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Table 2. Standard deviation and variance for A0 to the spots 41 and 7.

A0 to Spot b = 41 (Selected) A0 to Spot b = 7 (for Comparison)

σ σ2 σ σ2

2.09× 10−2 4.38× 10−4 2.20× 10−2 4.82× 10−4

The location of the feeds can be optimized by minimizing σ, including the condition
of the minimum distance between feeds. This minimum distance depends on the spot size,
so on the feed horn aperture diameter for each spot, for instance, when SFB is implemented.
In this optimization, the focal distance is adjusted, since it defines the minimum distance.
Table 3 presents the mean of the difference between the location of the feed horn of the
cluster after optimization (dadj) and the locations obtained (d). The difference between the
adjusted and original for A0 oriented to spot b = 41 is about one order of magnitude less
than the obtained to spot b = 7.

Table 3. Mean of differences between the feed horns locations adjusted and original locations for
both A0 to the spots 41 and 7.

A0 to Spot b = 41 (Best) A0 to Spot b = 7∣∣∣dadj − d
∣∣∣ 7.95× 10−4 2.79× 10−3

In this sense, Figure 17a shows the antenna orientation concerning the subsatellite
point (9 E, see Table 1) for the coverage obtained. Each feed will have to be designed
according to the pointing direction from the subsatellite point to the beam position. On the
other hand, Figure 17b represents the positions of the feed with the antenna z-axis pointing
to the selected spot for a diameter of 1.77 m and a focal length of 9 m. The frequency reuse
scheme used is the four-color scheme; a reflector is proposed for each color: red, green,
blue, and yellow, where each color represents a frequency and a polarization.
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Figure 18 presents the four color clusters that result from the optimization of the
multibeam service area with different spot sizes, including the geometry of the onboard
antenna (three different linewidths). The four colors cluster are defined for the same north-
oriented antennas to A0. In a real case, those can be north-, south-, east-, and west-oriented
antennas. The impact of implementing those four different orientations will be observed in
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a different oriented separated cluster. Thus, in this proposal, it can be observed that the
four colors clusters match with the whole cluster presented in Figure 17b. Furthermore,
the resulted in focal distance f = 4 m, while the diameter of the reflector is D = 1.77 m,
resulting in a f /D = 2.25. The f /D can be reduced if the minimum spot size is reduced.

Figure 18. Four colors feed clusters for the four colors scheme. (a) Blue, (b) yellow, (c) red, and (d) green.

6. Conclusions

Nowadays, some technologies allow the payload to allocate resources flexibly, e.g.,
power, bandwidth, or illumination time in case of beam hopping. Still, these technologies
considerably increase the cost of the payload, thus losing the advantages offered by a
VHTS system to reduce the cost of Gbps in orbit, plus added latency due to processing
time. This work proposes a methodology that allows maintaining the cost advantages of a
fixed VHTS system while reducing the error between the offered capacity and the required
capacity by optimizing the satellite coverage design using irregular beam sizes. With this
methodology, we seek to minimize three parameters: the Normalized Coverage Error, the
Offered Capacity Error per beam, and the cost per Gbps in orbit.

The results obtained depend on the shape of the service area, traffic demand distribu-
tion, and system conditions and features. However, the methodology has been compared
with a previous optimization method, and it is observed that with the proposal of this
paper, each M EUR per Gbps is distributed in a more optimal way, minimizing the Offered
Capacity Error.

Compared to the works presented in the state-of-the-art, this methodology considers
the technical limitations for the design of the payload antenna and its feed clusters. The
results obtained are viable to provide coverage with beams of irregular sizes.
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With this methodology, it is possible to obtain the optimal parameters that allow
designing the BFN of the satellite payload; as future work, we plan to include the design of
the BFN and the architecture of the payload. The proposed methodology for optimizing
the systems can be used for flexible payload when iterative processes are implemented,
changing the input of coverage selected after minimizing the cost function.

In this sense, the proposed cost function generates a line for possible future solutions to
this problem using various optimization techniques, such as genetic algorithms or Machine
Learning techniques.
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Nomenclature

B Number of beams
b b-th beam
θ3dB One-sided half-power beamwidth
BWb Bandwidth in b-th beam
θb b-th beamwidth
CINRb Carrier to Interference plus ratio ratio in b-th beam
Cb Offered capacity in b-th beam
SEb Spectral efficiency in the b-th beam
∆ Specific geographic area of one km2

r∆Ω Throughput density per km2

Cu Throughput per user
D∆Ω Population density
F∆Ω Penetration rate
T∆Ω Concurrence rate
rb Expected value over all the area inside b-th beam
Ab Area of b-th beam
∪b Ratio between the satellite orbital position and the geographical coordinate of the

center of the b-th beam
CostGW Cost per gateway
uGW User beam per gateway
DGW Antenna diameter of gateway
g1(·) Cost associate to uGW
g2(·) Cost associate to DGW
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Costsat Satellite cost
CostGbps Cost per Gbps in orbit
CostT Total system cost
Csat Satellite capacity
E Normalized error between the service area and the coverage area
ax Coverage area
ay Service area
α Beams grid orientation with respect to the equator
ηax Beam Coverage Efficiency
K Number of regions
ayk Area of k-th region that depends on traffic distribution
(lato, lono) Geographic position reference for the coverage area
(latoK , lonoK ) Geographic position reference for the k-th coverage area
θ3dBK Beamwidth of k-th region that depends on traffic distribution
Ay Vector of size 1 × K containing the area of the K regions (ay1 ay2 · · · ayK )
Ax Vector of size 1 × K containing the area of the K regions (ax1 ax2 · · · axK )
LATo Vector of size 1 × K containing latitudes of the first beam in the K regions

(lato1 lato2 · · · latoK ).
LONo Vector of size 1 × K containing longitudes of the first beam in the K regions

(lono1 lono2 · · · lonoK ).
θ3dB Vector of size 1 × K containing the assigned beamwidth in the area of the

K regions (θ3dB1 θ3dB2 · · · θ3dBK ).
F1 System cost function to optimize
h1 Weight of the capacity error in the cost function
h2 Weight of the normalized coverage error in the cost function
h3 Weight of the cost per Gbps in orbit in the cost function
M Number of system constraints
SCm m-th system constraint
Lm m-th set of possible values to the m-th system constraint
T Set size of grid inclination
D Diameter of the satellite reflector antenna
D f Diameter of the feed
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